Case Study
Updating Learn to Speak German
					
for eLanguage

Challenge

eLanguage acquired the Learn to Speak
product line from another company and
wished to update the Learn to Speak
German product to version 9.5. eLanguage
had limited available development resources
and a tight timeframe to complete the
work. To meet a customer commitment,
eLanguage needed a development partner
to first assess the code, ensuring that it had
all of the necessary pieces to update the
software, then to develop a plan, code and
deliver the updated product in six weeks
time.

Solution

eLanguage chose Orbital to complete the
work.
Orbital assessed the software,
worked with eLanguage to source necessary
components, and set to work to update the
code. As per eLanguage’s specification,
Orbital then built an installer, as well as
improved the application’s performance and
the UI.

Results

Orbital effectively took the software, learned
it and repackaged it for German, delivering
three product variations to eLanguage ontime and on-budget. eLanguage met its
customer commitment and introduced Learn
to Speak German Deluxe version 9.5.

“Having worked with Orbital at other companies in
the past, when eLanguage needed an experienced
and professional software development partner to
work with us to update our product, the only choice
was Orbital. Orbital is uniquely capable of taking
on a whole project and professionally delivering a
quality product. With Orbital, its always a job well
done.”
					
-Founder, eLanguage

eLanguage is the leading developer in language learning
products, providing award-winning educational software
that teaches users how to speak, read and write in English,
French, Spanish and German. When eLanguage wished to
update its Learn to Speak German product to version 9.5 to
match its similar products for English, French and Spanish, it
chose Orbital.
eLanguage had recently acquired the Learn to Speak software
titles from another software company. Although there had
been German releases of the application prior to eLanguage
acquiring the software, the most recent version (version 9.5)
only featured English, French and Spanish. eLanguage needed
the updated German product in multiple configurations to
meet a quickly approaching customer commitment.
Having recently acquired the software, eLanguage had not
yet hired a full development team. Given that eLanguage
had limited available development resources at the time
and a tight timeframe to complete the work, it needed a
development partner to first assess the code, ensuring that it
had all of the necessary pieces to update the software, then
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“Orbital effectively took
the software, learned it and
repackaged it for German...”

to develop a plan, code and deliver the updated
product in six weeks time. eLanguage would
require the development partner to manage the
project independently. In addition to updating the
German release to the current product version,
eLanguage also wished to improve the product’s
User Interface (UI) and performance.
Orbital undertook the project without knowing
if there would be any significant surprises in the
development process. Having never worked with
the software before, Orbital was provided with its
proprietary code base and tasked to analyze and
learn it from scratch.
Orbital encountered a number of challenges that
needed to be overcome. One major challenge was
there had been little to no transfer of knowledge
about the code base. Because of the software’s
ownership change, there had not been a continuing
development team working on the code. Orbital
had limited access to eLanguage resources, so the
team was simply given the source code and tasked
to make it work.
Orbital successfully updated the German product to
version 9.5. Following eLanguage’s specification,
Orbital also modified the product and its video
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handling, improving the user experience and
ensuring optimal usability. During the engineering
level quality assurance process, Orbital made
additional efforts to ensure that the files were
working properly and that performance objectives
were achieved.
Orbital successfully delivered Learn to Speak
German version 9.5, including an installer, in the
specified product variations to eLanguage ontime and on-budget. eLanguage met its customer
commitment and was able to quickly and efficiently
add the updated German product to its list of
award-winning, educational, language software
titles.

About Orbital Technologies Inc.
Orbital Technologies Inc. (www.orbitaltech.com)
is an established and trusted leader in software
development services that provides custom
software solutions across a range of platforms
and technologies, including Windows, Mac, UNIX,
Linux, .Net, J2EE, J2SE, J2ME, Apple iOS, Android,
Windows Phone, Palm webOS, Symbian OS and
other mobile embedded systems.
Orbital specializes in developing software for
software companies. Orbital works with the world’s
leading software and technology companies – like
Adobe, Broderbund, Business Objects, Microsoft,
and Riverdeep – to develop custom software
components or entire applications for often
complex or resource intensive projects.
For more information about Orbital’s services, visit
www.orbitaltech.com or call +1 604.681.7237.
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